PARTNER | $10,000

- Verbal recognition from hosts during podium remarks
- One table of eight at dinner and recognition in printed program
- Two tickets to the Building OneSouthCarolina forum in May
- Logo inclusion on photo booth step-and-repeat backdrop
- Inclusion in sponsored content campaign that highlights thoughts on leadership from past award winners, appearing on the Riley Institute website and social channels
- Inclusion on event webpage, which includes link to sponsor’s website, and post-event eblast
- Inclusion in broader sponsor thank-you social post across all Riley Institute social profiles (Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Instagram Stories)
- Recognition on scrolling PowerPoint slide and pull-up banner highlighting all sponsors

ADVOCATE | $5,000

- One table of eight at dinner and recognition in printed program
- Inclusion on event webpage, which includes link to sponsor’s website, and post-event eblast
- Recognition on scrolling PowerPoint slide and pull-up banner highlighting all sponsors
- Inclusion in broader sponsor thank-you social post across all Riley Institute social profiles (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram Stories)

FRIEND | $2,500

- One table of eight at dinner and recognition in printed program